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Basin analysis is a new complex tool for prospect appraisal during petroleum 
exploration. This is a purely deterministic and predictive approach, which has as the 
main objective the effective reduction of exploration risk. The basic idea is that the 
process of generation, migration and accumulation of hydrocarbons is attempted 
to be reconstructed in space and time during the formation and evolution of sedi
mentary basins. It can be performed by computer simulation of these processes 
determining characteristic parameters at any time in different places of the three- 
dimensional sedimentary complex.

Basin analysis can be used successfully at very different levels of knowledge. 
During the reconnaissance phase of exploration Basin analysis may be used to describe 
the general pattern of basin evolution and to outline the possible maturation of 
source rocks. In a fairly well-known basin amounts of hydrocarbons generated in the 
source rocks, migration paths, possible location of traps and their ranking, quantity 
and quality of reserves can also be predicted.

The flow diagram of Basin analysis can be seen in Fig. 1. This diagram shows the 
kind of input data required to carry out model calculations and the output results. 
In Fig. 2 to 7 principles of the applied models are explained and some of the results 
are illustrated.

The first step of basin analysis is the determination of the Lithogenetic model of 
the basin (Fig. 2). It relies primarily on geophysical well logs which are usually avail
able continuously in exploratory drill holes. The sedimentary sequence is divided into 
pelite and psammite layers, and—with a simple plotting technique—a lithological 
trend diagram is constructed. Depth intervals with consistent lithological development 
define lithogenetic units, which characterize the different phases of basin evolution. 
Some features of the lithogenetic trend diagram (e.g. heterogeneity, thickness of in
dividual beds) make possible to apply them for facies analysis. Lithogenetic units 
defined in separate boreholes can be correlated and extended into a regional system 
by the use of reflection seismic profiles. Depth and thickness maps showing also fa
cies changes can then be prepared. Seismic correlation combined with available age 
determinations and palaeontological data determines the chronostratigraphic mea
ning of the lithogenetic units.

The second step of basin analysis is a precise determination of the thickness of 
sedimentary columns through time. This can be done by the help of the Compaction 
model (Fig. 3), which assumes that the decrease of porosity with depth is the conse
quence of rock compaction during progressive burial. Actual porosity versus depth 
relationships can be derived from well logs combined with direct porosity determina
tions on core samples. Thickness reconstruction at any time unit is performed by step 
backstripping of the present sedimentary succession. This leads to an understanding
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F ig. 1. Basin analysis
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Fig. 3. Compaction model
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Fig. 4. G eod ynam ic m odel
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F i g .  5 .  Geothermal model
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Fig. 7. M igration  m odel
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of the depositional history and can result in maps showing the palaeo-thicknesses of the 
different lithogenetic units. Furthermore, pore pressures and their change with time 
can also be predicted. It relies on the assumption, if that compaction is restricted the 
load of the overburden is partially supported by the fluid in the pore space. Accordingly 
undercompacted zones are characterized by overpressure and low effective stress. 
Palaeo-pressure maps can also be constructed, and it is often very useful to combine 
with paleo-thickness maps.

The next step of basin analysis includes the elaboration of the Geodynamic model 
of the basin (Fig. 4). Continental shelves and many inland sedimentary basins of the 
world are of extensional origin. Analysis of seismic sections and drillhole data 
usually enables the division of the basin fill into three major stratigraphic units: 
prerift, synrift and postrift sediments. Pre-to synrift sediments are often separated 
from the postrift sediments by a marked unconformity (often referred to as the “break
up” unconformity). If the time period of active rifting is known, a lithospheric ex
tensional model can be worked out which predicts the subsidence history. Observed 
subsidence can be obtained by combining the depositional history with estimates 
about the palaeo-water depths. Unknown parameters of the lithospheric extension can 
be fixed by comparing the predicted and observed subsidence histories for a number 
of wells in a basin. Subsidence due to the load of sediments can be calculated by using 
local or regional isostatic compensation models.

A very important part of basin analysis is the Geothermal model (Fig. 5). Once 
the parameters of lithospheric extension are fixed temperatures and heat flow in the 
lithosphere can be calculated by numerical integration of the appropriate differential 
equation. If there is a good idea about the thermal conductivity of sedimentary rocks 
and its change with porosity and temperature, then the temperature and heat flow 
history of the basin fill can also be calculated. Present steady-state temperature pro
files and heat flow determinations are good constraints on these model calculations.

The next step of basin analysis is the determination of transformation of organci 
matter by the Maturation model (Fig. 6). This is again a simulation in four dimensions 
by using the timetemperatuie history of the basin. The Lopatin-Waples relationship 
was accepted to calculate the maturity level. However, the concersion between Time— 
Temperature Index and vitrinite reflectance has been recalibrated. Geochemical data 
measured on drill cores combined with well log interpretation can identify the po
tential source rocks in a basin. Their maturation history can be followed during basin 
evolution and the amount of hydrocarbons generated can be estimated. It is often 
very useful to map the depth of onset of the oil generation window(0.6% <  R0<  1.3%), 
or to show the position of source rocks relative to this window as a function of time.

The last step of basin analysis is the Migration model (Fig. 7) which attempts to 
trace the path of generated hydrocarbons from the source rocks up to the traps. 
Expulsion of hydrocarbons from the source rock and primary migration are thought 
to be a diphasic migration described by the Darcy’s law through the relative per
meability concept. Therefore determination of the pressure conditions for the time 
when source rocks are situated within the oilgeneration window are particularly im
portant. Secondary migration takes place in carrier beds, and a certain amount of 
hydrocarbons can be trapped if adequate seals are available. Delineation of possible 
migration paths and analysis of the contemporaneous facies and structural conditions 
can help to predict the most probable location of traps which may contain producible 
hydrocarbons.
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In summary, Basin analysis is a deterministic and predictive model which can 
significantly contribute to the reduction of exploration risk by offering the following 
informations:

i) better understanding of basin evolution,
ii) general evaluation of the hydrocarbon potential of a basin,
iii) forecasting of zones favourable for oil and gas accumulation,
iv) ranking of promising traps and an estimate of the volume of producible 

hydrocarbons,
v) predicting geologz and rock physics relevant to the planning of deep drillings.
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